Spring 2020
Enrichment Course Guide

Registration Begins Monday, March 2 at 8 AM
Spring Session Dates: March 30 - June 18, 2020
http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/

Director: Carolyn Rogalsky
Operations Manager: Carolyn Pravda
Enrichment Coordinator: Doreen Cretella
Principal: Katie Dello Stritto
Asst Principal: Annique Leman
Assistant Principal I.A.: Stephen Cedermark
Hello PS 58 Families!

**Spring 2020 ENRICHMENT registration opens on Monday, March 2 at 8am.** If you are on a waitlist from the previous term, you’ll receive an email during the last week of February with information on priority registration. The registration site is [http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/](http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/). Classes begin on Monday, March 30 and end on Friday, June 18, a period of 9 to 11 classes, depending on the day of the week.

In addition to Spring term ENRICHMENT registration, families must also re-register for Spring term AFTERCARE. Even if your schedule remains the same, we ask that you re-enroll students for the appropriate days and times. AFTERCARE registration opens on Wednesday, March 5. Priority will be given to returning students.

**Registration for ENRICHMENT and AFTERCARE will close on Friday, March 20 @ 11pm.** Please do register for your children’s spring aftercare schedule by this day so we have time to prepare new rosters for our program.

We are YOUR afterschool program: Carroll Kids is run by the PTA of PS 58, and we try to serve the many needs of our families by providing high-quality enrichment classes, aftercare programming and camps. We serve as many as three-quarters of the school population! Our program also provides recess counselors to help facilitate games and fun for all grades during the school day.

Carroll Kids enrichment classes run in three sessions: Fall, Winter & Spring. We take a one-week break at the end of each session to allow for make-up classes. If you need childcare coverage during this interval, just let us know! We can arrange for “drop ins” with our aftercare program.

Students enrolled in enrichment classes are dismissed directly from their classrooms to Carroll Kids (which is why it is critical that you update your students’ classroom information). All enrichment classes begin with a healthy snack in the cafeteria and then students transition to their various classroom spaces throughout the school. Most classes run for 90 minutes, ending at 4:40pm. Details can be found in the following class descriptions. Enrichment class students may also enroll in Carroll Kids “late partial” aftercare session if they need childcare coverage from 4:40pm until last pick-up at 6:30pm. Details on this concurrent program are available at [http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/](http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/).

Be aware that many of our classes fill up in the first seconds after registration opens. However, we are offering more than 80 classes this spring so everyone can find a class that fits his/her interests and schedules. Class pricing is based on instructors’ fees and the number of times it’s offered in a session and then marked up to cover the costs of administration and affording a small grant to the PTA. Many of our classes are taught by PS 58 staff, and these classes are among our most affordable. Other classes are taught by outside vendors and can be more expensive but allow us to offer a wider variety of classes. Payment plans are available for classes over $500. Financial aid is available to eligible families. More details can be found on the [website](http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/).

Thank you!

Carolyn Rogalsky
Program Director
carolynr@ps58pta.org

Carolyn Pravda
Operations Manager
cpravda@ps58pta.org
Registration Tips

Afterschool Registration Website: http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/

1. For the 2019-20 school year, we are using a new registration software, Sawyer. If you are one of the few who hasn’t already, please make sure to go online in advance of enrichment class registration and purchase a membership for your family by clicking the Memberships tab on this page: http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/.

You must have a Carroll Kids membership. This only needs to be purchased once each year per family. This cost helps offset the cost of using an online software program in the Carroll Kids budget. You can see if you have a membership on your account by looking in the Orders tab (https://www.hisawyer.com/account/orders).

2. You can always access your Sawyer Portal to see past classes booked and update any registration information:
   - Family Level Form Questions: https://www.hisawyer.com/account/info
   - Child Specific Form Questions: https://www.hisawyer.com/account/children
   - Payment Information: https://www.hisawyer.com/account/settings

3. Using the search feature in your web browser is sometimes the fastest way to locate a class. (Control + F). You can also click into each button below to see grade specific offerings. On this page (http://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/registration/) you will find the unfiltered list.

4. Check your login email and password in advance of the start of registration. Take the time to reset your password if necessary.

5. For ENRICHMENT: if you are interested in a class that you think might fill up quickly, put that class in your cart first and “check out” right away. Then go back to shop at a more leisurely pace. Just putting a class in your cart doesn’t reserve it. You must check out. Certain classes can fill by 8:01am.

6. If a class is full, join the waitlist. Spots may open up. If you don’t get a spot this session, you will get priority to register for the next session if the class is offered again.

7. Winter Term AFTERCARE registration opens on Wednesday, December 4. Priority will be given to returning PreK, as well as Grades 1 and 3 due to limited capacity.

8. Registration for ENRICHMENT and AFTERCARE will close on Friday, December 20 @ 11pm.

Links for each grade button:

- PreK: https://www.hisawyer.com/ps58-brooklyn/schedules?widget_tags=preK
- Grade 1 - https://www.hisawyer.com/ps58-brooklyn/schedules?widget_tags=gr1
- Grade 3 - https://www.hisawyer.com/ps58-brooklyn/schedules?widget_tags=gr3
- Grade 4 - https://www.hisawyer.com/ps58-brooklyn/schedules?widget_tags=gr4
Drop & Refund Policy

March 2 - 20:
Families may drop a class for a refund minus a $15 fee by emailing a request to cpravda@ps58pta.org.

March 21 - March 29:
Families may drop a class for a refund minus a $50 fee by emailing a request to billing@ps58pta.org.

March 30 - April 5:
Families may drop a class for a refund of 50% of the class fee by emailing a request to cpravda@ps58pta.org within 24 hours after their first class.

From April 6 forward:
No refunds will be given for dropped classes.

Please note: This new policy will help to keep costs down for everyone as it is difficult to fill spots in classes once the session begins.

Summer Camp

Exciting news! Carroll Kids will be offering summer camp!

Camp will run for 5 weeks, from July 6 through August 7, 8:30am to 4:30pm. You may register by the week or for the full session. The fee per week is $725; siblings will receive a 20-percent discount. All 5 weeks are discounted at $3000; no sibling discount but you can pay in installments. A non-refundable $100 deposit per child per week is required.

Registration is open through April 20th. All payments, less the $100 registration fee, are refundable on or before May 15. If you are owed a refund a 5% charge will be deducted from the amount. Those opting for all 5 weeks, may pay in installments through June.

Please be sure to register as soon as possible. Our survey results strongly suggest that PS58 families want this summer camp to happen! In order to plan for the very best experience, we’d like to know how many campers to expect. We do plan to cap participation at 80 students per week this summer so reserve your child’s spot today!
Full School Year Music Programs

PS58 is pleased to offer two comprehensive afterschool music programs: The Piano School of New York and Ezra Guitar. Both programs are long standing partners at our school, and current and former families are happy to share what a wonderful experiences their children have had with both programs. Many students go on to play in prestigious programs in both middle and high school. Please be aware these programs are a full year commitment. Payment plan options are available upon registration. Carroll Kids will provide childcare for gap coverage before lessons.

The Piano School of New York City:

PS58 is very fortunate to host the Piano School of NYC for an 12th year of afterschool programming! We are a rare public elementary school with 4 tuned upright pianos to conduct classes.

Group lessons will be offered again beginning in Fall 2020. Group lessons continue through spring and current students do not need to re-register.

Group Lessons: Piano is taught once a week in small groups of 4 students based on grade and experience levels. Group classes run Monday through Friday in 40-minute time slots. In these group classes children learn Music and Piano skills, note reading and writing, rhythm and ear training, keyboard skills and Music Theory and History in a friendly, motivational environment.

At the time of registration you may indicate via email to carrollkids@ps58pta.org your preferences for a session, and we will do our best to accommodate, but we cannot guarantee specific days or time slots until all students are placed. The schedule may not be finalized until a week before classes begin. Obviously, if your student cannot attend the time slot assigned, you will be given a full refund.

Piano Lessons run through the end of May or first week of June Monday through Friday on days we have enrichment classes (See our calendar for days with no class). Lessons begin Mon, Sept 16. The Piano School of NYC hosts a formal recital for all students in the spring. 1st Session: 3:20pm to 4:00pm; 2nd Session: 4pm to 4:40pm; 3rd Session: 4:40pm to 5:20pm

Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Payment Plan Options are available at registration. Children in the 2nd & 3rd lessons may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins.

Private Lessons: We will be offering private lessons. The private lessons are very limited. Lessons will be offered on a session basis (ie Fall, Winter & Spring sessions) five days per week this year. Students are encouraged to enroll for the full year and preference will be given each session to returning students. 1st Session is 3:20pm to 3:50pm. 2nd Session is 3:55pm to 4:25pm. 3rd session is 4:30pm to 5:00pm.

Spring Session
Mondays: 8 Lessons; Class Fee: $525 - Last lesson May 18
Tuesdays: 9 Lessons; Class Fee: $590 - Last lesson May 26
Wednesdays: 9 Lessons; Class Fee: $590 - Last lesson June 3
Thursdays: 8 Lessons; Class Fee: $525 - Last lesson June 11
Fridays: 9 Lessons; Class Fee: $590 - Last lesson June 5

New students will need to pay the Recital Fee ($50). This is only paid once per year. Grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Children in the 2nd & 3rd lessons may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins.

For questions about the piano program, please contact Senior Brooklyn Manager for the Piano School of NYC, Erick Eiser at: Erick Eiser erickeisermusic@gmail.com or visit www.pianoschoolofnyc.org.

Ezra Guitar will be offered again in Fall 2020. Group lessons continue through spring and current students do not need to re-register.
**Basketball Clinic for Kindergarten & First Grade**: Students learn the basic skills and drills in basketball. Students will participate in scrimmage games to help develop what they have learned. At the end of the session, students have a snack and celebration, and we discuss what they have learned about the game of basketball. Teachers: Rivka Taub & Juliette Internicola. Grades: K & 1. Class fee: $245.

**Basketball Skills & Scrimmages for Grades 3/4/5**: Teaches instructional basketball lessons including dribbling, passing, shooting and defense. The program is structured to teach you the basics skill set of playing basketball. The first half of the program will focus on skill work and techniques. The second half of the program will focus on having some fun playing basketball, while learning the correct way to play the game. Teachers: Charles “Moose” Mussa & Millie Malvasio. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $245.

**Debate Club**: Debate is fun, demanding and rewarding! This class will teach you how to speak in front of others, and you will learn how to convince your parents that you are right! Debate is a big part of middle school and high school. You will have a jump on all of your classmates! You can be quiet and shy and STILL be a wonderful debater. Topics might include "More Recess & Longer Lunch," "Bedtimes," "When Kids Should Get Cell Phones," "Dessert At Every Meal" and more! Teacher: Chris Cox & Marilyn Bryant. Grades: 4/5. Class fee: $305.

**Farm-to-Table Cooking with Butter Beans for Fledgling Foodies (Grades K, 1, 2)**: Explore the wonderful world of food with Butter Beans cooking class on this farm-to-table culinary adventure that is sure to spark your child’s imagination! Students will create homemade and internationally-inspired recipes using seasonal and nourishing ingredients. As they explore nutrition, wellness, and mindful eating, these budding chefs will develop important kitchen skills that will last a lifetime. Each class concludes with time for a shared meal and conversation around the table. From learning how to create a balanced plate to celebrating the harvest, the budding chefs in Butter Beans cooking class will uncover the connections between food, health, and the natural world in a fun, hands-on cooking experience!Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $395.

**French for Non-Native Speakers with EFNY**: Students will work on communicative French. The goal is for children to express themselves in basic social situations using simple sentences through the study of a variety of themes and fun activities including stories, creative projects, songs and games. For DLP students, help with French homework will be available upon request. EFNY at PS58 offers enrichment classes for Native French Speakers and Foreign Language Learners. Native French teachers teach all classes. Classes are 2 hours and run until 5:10pm. Grades: K/1/2. Class open to all students at PS58. Class fee: $525.

**Gardening**: Grow vegetables, herbs and pollinator plants! Help care for our PS58 garden. Become a Citizen Scientist by monitoring the birds and butterflies in our garden to insure our garden is healthy and supporting the local wildlife! Teachers: Mary Pfeifer & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades: 2/3. Class fee: $320.

**Jewelry Design**: Students will learn techniques to create wearable and trendy jewelry. This is not a simple beading class; projects and techniques will include custom charms, stamped metal jewelry and bracelets made from different materials. All supplies are included in the fee and all students keep their creations. Teachers: Delores & Arianna de los Santos. Grades: 2/3/4. Class fee: $335.

**Junior Acting Labs: The Descendants**: This workshop is a creative space for children to practice the first steps in the craft of acting. Through a collectively devised production process, they will uncover and explore a world of their own making onstage. This course will navigate basic acting techniques for the voice and the body while working to craft a new piece of theatre inspired by the ensemble. We will be creating a play based on The Isle of the Lost: Descendants. We will explore characters, settings, obstacles and themes of the story and weave them together into an original work of our own with text, music, and movement. Teacher: Brooklyn Acting Lab. Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $320.
Mad Science: NASA Academy of Future Space Explorers: From our earth’s atmosphere to the outer reaches of our solar system, join us on a quest for exploration! Comets, planets, stars and more are all waiting to be discovered. Learn about the four forces of flight and the challenges of space travel. Some of the weekly topics in this session include: Planets and Moons, Atmosphere and Beyond, Space Phenomena, Sun and Stars, Rocket Science parts 1 and 2, Space Travel, Space Technology, Living in Space. Grades: K & 1. Class fee: $370.

Photography: In this class, kids will get to know the digital camera, and everything it can do! They will learn how to photograph still life (using toys, flowers, toy cars, etc.), create portraits of their classmates, and explore our cool urban landscape outside the school building. Natural lighting, flash photography, lighting tricks and the “rule of thirds” will be covered, as well as, editing, where kids can really get funky and express their inner artist! In addition, the class will take a look at photography using smartphones, going beyond Snapchat and Instagram, to learn all the cool things smartphones can do too! Students will need to have their own cameras, whether it be a phone, point and shoot or SLR (other arrangements can be made if student doesn’t have camera.). Teacher: Kristen Markoplis. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $410.

Scratch Coding: Computer coding is where technology and creativity meet. This class will teach computer programming in a fun and easy way. Students will play online games, create their own video games and animate stories. Students will work at their own pace to learn basic coding, problem solving and logic skills, all while putting their imagination to work. Teachers: Michele Lazar & Dan Lupkin. Grades: 2/3/4. Class fee: $335.

Still Life Drawing: Students will observe objects, photos and life (nature) to make art and improve our sketching skills. Various materials and media will be explored. We will be drawing, studying art -- using mostly paper. We will be collaging as well as other "still life" techniques. Teacher: Paul Warham. Grades: K/1/2. Class Fee: $335.

String Lessons: Has your child fallen in love with their string instrument this year and wants to get a little more serious? We are offering a limited number of 30 minute private lessons after school with our music teacher Sarah Alden. Individual lessons are at 3:30pm, 4pm & 4:30pm. Preference given to returning students. Teacher: Sarah Alden. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $355.

Tae Kwon Do Karate with Mission Martial Arts: Students will develop fundamental skills such as strength, balance, flexibility, concentration and confidence in a motivational atmosphere that encourages emotional, mental and physical development without the burdens of anxiety or fear of injury. At the end of the session, children should be able to perform basic fundamental moves as well as a Kata that students all practice together. Note: This is a 50 minute class. The instructors will assign students to classes (3:10pm - 4pm OR 4pm - 4:50pm OR 4:50pm - 5:40pm) based on age & ability. More advanced children in the later sessions may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins. Grades: K - 5. Class fee: $135. Anyone without a uniform must purchase $40 uniform.

Writer's Workshop: Writopia Lab is returning to PS 58 to run a special weekly writer’s workshop this winter! Writers develop and write their own original short stories and/or plays and poetry on a weekly basis with a published writer or produced playwright. Writers will explore core elements of plot, key literary tools, and mechanics of a coherent story. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $435.
**Tuesdays - 10 Sessions**

**BitBots Basics:** Our combination of littleBits with recyclables and found objects sparks imaginations and gets kids thinking like engineers. First, we explain how the littleBits work (simple electronic modules, each with specific functions- motors, motion sensors, lights and more- which can be snapped together magnetically to create larger circuits). Next, students use re-purposed materials to build a creature or object that they will insert the littleBits into (for example, they may build a car with bottle-top wheels then add the littleBits to make the car move across the room). At the end, students share their creations with the group. Teacher: Ready, Set, Chess! Grades: 1/2. Class fee: $195.

**Cheer Team:** In cheer team, students will be working on various athletic skills such as jumps, dance, chanting, tumbling, and partner stunting. Mastering these skills will require students to cooperate and work together in order to succeed. No previous experience is required. Teacher: Rivka Taub. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $210.

**Chess for Grades 1 & 2:** Come have fun playing and learning the game of Kings: CHESS! Ready, Set, Chess, our PS58 chess-in-the-classroom program, will oversee the play. The class is divided into a short lesson, free play, and a tournament. Teacher: Ready, Set, Chess! Grades: 1/2. Class fee: $195.

**Dollhouse Design:** After-school is going to be AMAZING! Each child will get a pre-made wooden doll house and we will work on painting our homes, adding wallpaper, works of art, furniture, people, animals, miniature food, and so much more. Doll house after-school is great for girls and boys. Teacher: Shenandoah Ferreira. Grades: 1/2. Class fee: $295.

**The Fashion Class:** Have a child who’s crazy for sketching imaginative outfits? They’ll love The Fashion Class that combines the best parts of sewing and design. Unlike sewing-only courses, The Fashion Class provides a big-picture introduction to fashion alongside lessons on how to make real clothing. Students learn sewing skills along with illustration, merchandising, fashion history, the business of fashion, entrepreneurship, and more. This spring students will hand sew a hair bow and sew a basic t-shirt using a sewing machine. All projects are take-home and fabric and supplies are included. At the end of the course, students have an opportunity to show off their work in a mini fashion show! Teacher: The Fashion Class. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $335.

**Farm-to-Table Cooking with Butter Beans for Fledgling Foodies (Grades K, 1, 2):** Explore the wonderful world of food with Butter Beans cooking class on this farm-to-table culinary adventure that is sure to spark your child’s imagination! Students will create homemade and internationally-inspired recipes using seasonal and nourishing ingredients. As they explore nutrition, wellness, and mindful eating, these budding chefs will develop important kitchen skills that will last a lifetime. Each class concludes with time for a shared meal and conversation around the table. From learning how to create a balanced plate to celebrating the harvest, the budding chefs in Butter Beans cooking class will uncover the connections between food, health, and the natural world in a fun, hands-on cooking experience! Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $395.

**Flag Football:** Students will learn the fundamentals of Flag Football: passing, catching, running, including strategies such as designing plays and running routes. By the end of every class, students will play a fun and safe game of Flag Football while building the important skills of sportsmanship and respect. Class held outside weather permitting. Teacher: Gilbert Center & Dolores de los Santos. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $310.
Girls on the Run: At Girls on the Run, girls learn life skills through fun, engaging lessons that celebrate the joy of movement. Trained coaches use a research-based curriculum to teach lessons through discussion, activities and running games. Girls meet twice a week on Tuesdays & Thursdays with the season concluding with a 5k run/walk that every girl in the program successfully completes. The spring season features a brand new version of the curriculum! Students must also register on the GOTR non-profit site and pay a registration fee of $325 (per season) to GOTR before start of classes. Total price of the class is $345 (Carroll Kids) + $325 (GOTR) = $670. Classes start on Tuesday, March 16, end at 5:00pm and runs through Tuesday, June 16. Teachers: Sarah Przedborski & Grace Yee. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $345 + $325 for GOTR registration (paid separately on GOTR website).

Hip Hop Fitness: Get ready to stretch, move and break dance to your favorite tunes, with award-winning dance instructors. Combining fun, fitness, flex-training and hip-hop moves, kids from beginner to advanced will get in the groove. This class is geared to boys and girls who want to dance and have fun. Teacher: Jete Dance Center. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $255.

Italian Classes with Collina Italiana: Collina Italiana offers Italian language lessons for students. An experienced instructor provides opportunities for kids to learn the language through play and activities: games, songs, dances, storytelling, and film (Disney movies in Italian). Students with some experience of Italian: Session 1 (3:10pm to 4:30pm); Beginners: Session 2 (4:30 pm to 5:30pm). Childcare for students in the second session is include BEFORE the lesson. Grades: K/1/2/3/4/5. Class Fee: $290.

LEGO Pre Robotics with RoboFun: Students create projects with LEGO, then add switches and motors to make creations go, go, go! Students will enjoy experimenting with science while they learn to build playful motorized creations with LEGO. Kids will be in awe to see their motorized creations come to life. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $640. Payment plan available.

Little Explorers for K & 1: In this fun and exciting class, young scientists will discover how using everyday items can be made to behave in strange and unusual ways. As a group, we will discuss how science is all around us and in our everyday lives. We will be doing simple science experiments that are completely safe and hands-on. Some of the fun experiments we will be doing are "Blow Up a Balloon", "Jelly bean experiment", "Lava Lamps", "Elephant’s toothpaste", and so much more! So put on your thinking caps and come join the fun! Grade: K/1. Teacher: Josephine Lucci & Montie Hamilton. Class fee: $345.

Making A Scene!: A class for students that love to perform! This class answers the question: What does an actor actually do? By working on scenes in pairs, students will learn some of the ins and outs of acting. At the end of the session they will present their scenes to family and friends!! Teacher: Kaaron Briscoe Minefree. Grades: 2/3. Class fee: $230.

Mindful Yoga with Claire Benner (Grades 3/4): It’s never too early to nurture mindfulness, self love, and acceptance. This fun yoga class for children explores all of these themes through movement, books, games, and teamwork! Children will learn to self regulate their emotions and form meaningful connections with peers. Note: Students may only register for one class of Mindful Yoga per session. Grades: 3/4. Class fee: $195.
Show Choir: Pop, Broadway and More with Urban Choir: Show Choir will be an opportunity for aspiring vocalists to come together to perform their favorite pop and Broadway songs. Think *Pitch Perfect* meets *Glee*. Show Choir will give students the opportunity to develop their vocal and harmony skills, sing fun, funky and fabulous tunes and have a great time making music with their peers. Grades: 2/3/4/5. Class fee: $255.

Sports & Games: Come out and learn a whole range of sports from lacrosse to fencing and more including archery, hula hut throw down and sooooo many other fun and fabulous sports! Teachers: Lili Ann Jankowski & Mary Pfiefer. Grades: 2 & 3. Class fee: $315.

String Lessons: Has your child fallen in love with their string instrument this year and wants to get a little more serious? We are offering a limited number of 30 minute private lessons after school with our music teacher Sarah Alden. Individual lessons are at 3:30pm, 4pm & 4:30pm. Preference given to returning students. Teacher: Sarah Alden. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $345.
**Arts & Crafts**: This semester we will be focusing on fun crafts with a Spring/Summer theme. Let’s get creative and have fun tie-dying t-shirts, designing canvas beach bags, painting sun-catchers, sand bottle craft and so much more! We’ll finish off with a delicious make-your-own ice cream sundae party!!! Teachers: Ms. Josephine Lucci and Lisa Commitante. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $375.

**Bakers & Pastries**: This class will provide students with the fundamentals of baking and pastry techniques. Students will be able to read recipes, bake, and use their creativity to decorate their treats. Important Note: Some recipes may contain meat, wheat, nuts, eggs, dairy, and other allergens. NO FOOD ALLERGIES OR DIETARY RESTRICTIONS, PLEASE! Teachers: Connie Ponsiglione and Juliette Intericola. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $355.

**French Football Academy (FFF) Soccer**: French Football Academy (formerly PSG) program is designed for players of all levels and ages. It’s for boys and girls who seek to have a new experience and take the next step in improving their soccer skills! Players will be exposed to the fundamentals of soccer, such as dribbling, passing, and shooting. All classes are taught by professional coaching staff. Program held in the school yard. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $435. New students must purchase the FFF uniform for $50.

**Girls’ Lacrosse**: Get acquainted with the game of lacrosse and learn basic skills in an engaging and fast-paced program. Players will be introduced to team concepts but individual skills are the real focus -- throwing, catching, cradling, dodging and shooting. We also emphasize sportsmanship, fair play, and the traditions of lacrosse. Teachers: Mary Pfeifer & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades: 2/3/4/5. Class fee: $315.

**Graphic Novel Workshop with Writopia**: Graphic noveling is an art form where words and images can together tell a compelling story. In this workshop published writers and artists trained in the Writopia Teaching Method lead kids in Writopia’s graphic storytelling workshop. Students will improve their drawing skills through the staging and drafting of an original visual story concept they create. Instructors work with students to help them understand how to use the landscape of each panel and page to create a dynamic story with a delicate balance of artwork and language. Students will leave the Graphic Novel Workshop with at least one polished short-form comic. Students choose their own projects according to the original story they want to tell, and instructors assist with cultivating and supporting their artistic goal. Graphic novels of all genres are welcome! No technical illustration skills are necessary for this workshop. Teachers: Writopia. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $475.

**Junior Acting Lab: Alice in Wonderland**: This workshop is a creative space for children to practice the first steps in the craft of acting. Through a collectively devised production process, they will uncover and explore a world of their own making onstage. This course will navigate basic acting techniques for the voice and the body while working to craft a new piece of theatre inspired by the ensemble. We will be creating a play based on the classic Alice in Wonderland. We will explore characters, settings, obstacles and themes of the story and weave them together into an original work of our own with text, music, and movement. Teacher: Brooklyn Acting Lab. Grades: K, 1, 2. Class fee: $435.

**Knitting for Grades K/1/2**: This isn’t for grandmas. Learn basic knitting stitches and complete simple projects perfect for the season. Yarn and needles will be provided. Students with no prior knitting experience will spend the first few weeks of the semester making necklaces and bracelets using finger knitting. About one month into the semester students should be moving on to straight needles, followed by circular needles at the end of the semester. They will be adept at knitting with fingers, straight needles, and circular needles. Teacher: Kate Clifford. Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $253.
Wednesdays - 11 Sessions (Continued)

**Lango Spanish Adventures**: This class combines songs, dance, movement, cooking, crafts, and language activities to create a Spanish-learning experience unlike any other. This class is designed to foster an interest in foreign languages and cultures, as well as to promote the development of a child's five senses and linguistic abilities. In addition to learning basic vocabulary words and phrases (e.g. colors, numbers, animals etc.), all after school students will read a book from our signature Lango Kids series. These books follow the Lango Kids--Wen, Luc and Lucia--their teacher and Cosmo the dog on their various adventures throughout the Spanish-speaking worlds. Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $460.

**Latin Hustle**: Latin Hustle is a partner dance that emerged on the streets of New York City in the late 60's as funk and underground disco music became part of the urban landscape from park jams to block parties; eventually making its way from the NYC underground to mainstream pop culture with the movie Saturday Night Fever. The dance remains a staple of the NYC dance scene for it's compatibility with contemporary r&b, hip-hop, house and pop music. Latin Hustle will teach children musicality, syncopation, rhythm, and styling while inspiring self-confidence as they work together to learn choreography that will teach them the skills to partner dance together at parties and school dances. Teacher: Gilbert Center. Grades 3/4/5. Class fee: $280.

**Legos for Writers**: In this class, kids can find fun and innovative ways to use their creativity while linking building with Legos and writing! Kids will build important skills while having fun playing and using their imaginations to build fantastical worlds. Teacher: Marilyn Bryant. Grades 2/3. Class fee: $280.

**Podcast: Sound & Stories**: In this workshop, students will discover the fundamentals of audio production. Using portable recorders, students will have an opportunity to create narrative-based and musical audio pieces, learning recording and editing processes along the way. We will capture “wild sounds,” the sounds of New York City that surround us every day, but we never truly hear. Students will also learn storytelling and interviewing techniques and create profiles of their fellow classmates, learning how to make a story come to life using the power of their own voices. Teacher: Koko NYC. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $365.

**Scratch Coding**: Computer coding is where technology and creativity meet. This class will teach computer programming in a fun and easy way. Students will play online games, create their own video games and animate stories. Students will work at their own pace to learn basic coding, problem solving and logic skills, all while putting their imagination to work. Teachers: Michele Lazar & Dan Lupkin. Grades: 2/3/4. Class fee: $340.

**Spanish Explorers**: Students will have the opportunity to learn the Spanish language, explore vocabulary and apply it to their daily life. They will also practice to develop and improve their fluency. Teacher: Dolores & Arianna De Los Santos. Grades: 3/4/5. Class Fee: $280.

**Splat Lab for Grades 2, 3, 4**: This class gives youth the opportunity to explore, create, problem solve and have fun! Each class will feature a cool project such as making slime, unicorn poop, monster puppets or marshmallow towers. Every session will feature student choice and the option for free exploration such as tinker stations, butcher paper free draw and beading. Teacher: Voices Advance/Taylor Veccio. Grades 2/3/4. Class fee: $315.
Still Life Drawing: Students will observe objects, photos and life (nature) to make art and improve our sketching skills. Various materials and media will be explored. We will be drawing, studying art -- using mostly paper. We will be collaging as well as other "still life" techniques. Teacher: Paul Warham & Josephine Limandi. Grades: K/1/2. Class Fee: $340.

String Ensemble for Grades 4 & 5: Join the PS58 string ensemble! This program will allow our 4th and 5th graders to further develop their musicianship in our afterschool enrichment program. All violin, viola, cello & bass students in 4th and 5th grade are eligible. No audition. Join today! Teachers: Sarah Alden & Erica Szuba. Grades: 4/5. Class fee: $200.

Yoga for Grades K & 1 with Talia Weisz: This creative, nurturing class introduces children to the practice of yoga. Through movement games, art projects, stories, songs and laughter, students explore how their bodies move, build strength and coordination, and learn tools for focus and self-regulation. Poses, breathing exercises and simple meditation practices help children gain self-awareness in a fun and age-appropriate way. Each class finishes with relaxation, something the kids come to look forward to! Class now ends at 4:40pm. Teacher: Talia Weisz. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $250.
**Thursdays - 9 Sessions**

**Archery:** Archery is a great sport that fosters motor skills, strength and focus. Children will learn target shooting skills through proper stance; set up; draw and load; aim; release and follow-through techniques. Students will gain confidence, team building, interpersonal skills, and establish a lifetime interest in the sport of archery. Teachers: Lili Ann Jankowski & Mary Pfeifer. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $295.

**Art Lab:** Join us in our Art Lab to explore process based art making. Process art is more about the doing and making rather on the end product. But that doesn't mean that the art we make won't be awesome! Over the duration of the class we will have new and creative adventures in drawing, painting, printmaking, clay and mixed media. Teachers: Shenandoah Ferreira & Paul Warham. Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $300.

**Destroy & Construct:** See the ordinary, imagine the extraordinary! Using screwdrivers, pliers and other tools, kids destroy discarded printers, blenders and other common electronics to get inside and see how they work. Then, using the components along with recyclables and other materials, kids will construct new inventions or environments in the classroom. Teacher: Koko NYC (Bitbots). Grades: 2/3/4. Class fee: $265.

**Farm-to-Table Cooking with Butter Beans for City Chefs (Grades 3, 4 & 5):** Explore the wonderful world of food with Butter Beans cooking class on this farm-to-table culinary adventure that is sure to spark your child’s imagination! Students will create homemade and internationally-inspired recipes using seasonal and nourishing ingredients. As they explore nutrition, wellness, and mindful eating, these budding chefs will develop important kitchen skills that will last a lifetime. Each class concludes with time for a shared meal and conversation around the table. From learning how to create a balanced plate to celebrating the harvest, the budding chefs in Butter Beans cooking class will uncover the connections between food, health, and the natural world in a fun, hands-on cooking experience! Teacher: Butter Beans. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $360.

**Flamenco & Modern Dance:** Talented Flamenco dancer and teacher Emelie Hernandez returns. New students will be introduced to Flamenco music and dance by making rhythms using hands and feet, developing a dance that will be performed during the final day of the class. Returning students will have the chance to hone skills and show off their flare as well as incorporate modern dance into their repertoire. Classes are one-hour long; Grades 3 to 5 in the first session (3:10 to 4:15pm); Grades K through 2 meet during the second session (4:20 to 5:20pm). Children in the second session may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins. Grades: K/1/2/3/4/5. Class fee: $160.

**French for Native French Speakers with EFNY:** This class is open to native French speakers in grades K - 5 who are reading and writing in French. In this class, all activities are conducted in French. The child is faced with varied and somewhat complex texts, while learning basic rules of grammar, spelling and conjugation and will write short texts. Native French teachers teach all our classes. Two classes: K/1/2 & 3/4/5. Class fee: $480.

**Girls On the Run:** Please see details on Tuesdays. Class takes place on both Tuesdays & Thursdays.

**Introduction to Tumbling:** Children from grades 1, 2 & 3 are welcomed to join us to learn different tumbling techniques such as rolls, cartwheels, head and handstands and walkovers. We will also work on balance, strength, coordination and flexibility. This introductory class focuses on motor skills, balance, and basic fundamentals of tumbling for young athletes. This class is for athletes who have never taken a gymnastics or tumbling class before; returning students are welcome! Teacher: Rivka Taub & Delores de los Santos. Grades: 1/2/3. Class fee: $290.

**Knitting:** This isn't for grandmas. Learn basic knitting stitches and complete simple projects perfect for the season. Yarn and needles will be provided. Students with no prior knitting experience will spend the first few weeks of the semester making necklaces and bracelets using finger knitting. About one month into the semester students should be moving on to straight needles, followed by circular needles at the end of the semester. Teacher: Kate Clifford. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $273.
Mad Science: NASA Academy of Future Space Explorers: From our earth’s atmosphere to the outer reaches of our solar system, join us on a quest for exploration! Comets, planets, stars and more are all waiting to be discovered. Learn about the four forces of flight and the challenges of space travel. Some of the weekly topics in this session include: Planets and Moons, Atmosphere and Beyond, Space Phenomena, Sun and Stars, Rocket Science parts 1 and 2, Space Travel, Space Technology, Living in Space. Grades: K & 1. Class fee: $335.

Make a Musical: Pride Rock with Child’s Play NY: Come sing and dance to the rhythm of the pride lands! The Savannah and jungles come to life as students play animals, birds, fish and insects as they work toward an original re-telling of the Lion King! Exploration of the characters and songs from the movie, as well as Rudyard Kipling jungle classics, will augment our weeks. As the "cubs" go on a thrilling quest for the crown they'll learn musical theater skills. Class culminates in a final performance crafted by the students.! Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $265.

Mindful Yoga with Claire Benner (Grades 2 & 3): It's never too early to nurture mindfulness, self love, and acceptance. This fun yoga class for children explores all of these themes through movement, books, games, and teamwork! Children will learn to self regulate their emotions and form meaningful connections with peers. Students may only enroll in one class per week. Grades: 2/3. Class fee: $165.

Online Comic Creation: We will use the Pixton website to create characters and settings, develop storylines and incorporate images from the Internet to create detailed comics of varying lengths. Students can collaborate on projects, as well as view and comment upon each other's work, which parents will also be able to access. All participants must have their PS58 technology release form signed and submitted. Teacher: Dan Lupkin & Gilbert Center. Grades: 2/3/4/5. Class fee: $275.

Putting On A Pet Show: What makes a good pet? Who makes a good pet owner? We'll look at the history of domesticated animals, consider the variables in choosing the right pet for your family, investigate what goes in to good pet care and behavior, and hear from some expert pet trainers. Finally, we will put on a pet show for our last class and invite others to participate. Judges will declare winners in multiple categories! NOTE: Parents take note: Pet ownership is NOT a prerequisite nor a requirement for "graduation". Class ends at 5:30pm. Teacher: Montie Hamilton. Grades: 1/2/3. Class fee: $350.

WoodShop: At a WoodShop class our artists make and decorate their own toys/crafts. Each week they'll create their own collections - Under the Sea, a collection of sea creatures and a boat or Croc & Cobras from our wiggle and giggles collection. But it's not all animals - we have planes, trains and automobiles and something festive for all the holidays throughout the semester. There are no hammers, nails or weapons of mass destruction. Our tools are paint, markers, crayons and most importantly Imagination! We're building a sense of wonder and a feeling of accomplishment. Our artists show off their work with pride and the fun lasts well beyond the class. Teacher: Cora Byrne-Korowitz. Grades: K, 1. Class fee: $300.

Yoga for Grades K & 1 with Talia Weisz: This creative, nurturing class introduces children to the practice of yoga. Through movement games, art projects, stories, songs and laughter, students explore how their bodies move, build strength and coordination, and learn tools for focus and self-regulation. Poses, breathing exercises and simple meditation practices help children gain self-awareness in a fun and age-appropriate way. Each class finishes with relaxation, something the kids come to look forward to! Teacher: Talia Weisz. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $225.
Fridays - 9 Sessions

**BitBots Basics:** Our combination of littleBits with recyclables and found objects sparks imaginations and gets kids thinking like engineers. First, we explain how the littleBits work (simple electronic modules, each with specific functions- motors, motion sensors, lights and more- which can be snapped together magnetically to create larger circuits). Next, students use re-purposed materials to build a creature or object that they will insert the littleBits into (for example, they may build a car with bottle-top wheels then add the littleBits to make the car move across the room). At the end, students share their creations with the group. Teacher: Koko NYC. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $265.

**Capoeira with Allied Capoeira Arts Initiative:** We are fortunate to have Allied Capoeira Arts Initiative returning to our school to offer two, 45-minute martial arts classes for Grades K to 2 (3:10pm to 4:00pm) & Grades 3 to 5 (4:05pm to 4:50pm). ACAI’s programs seek to better students’ health & strength, self-confidence, agility & poise, as well as enhance appreciation of this Afro-Brazilian culture. More advanced children in the second session may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins. Grades K/1/2/3/4/5. Class fee: $175.

**Chess for Grades 1 & 2:** Come have fun playing and learning the game of Kings: CHESS! Mr. Nick our PS58 chess-in-the-classroom teacher, will oversee the play. The class is divided into a short lesson, free play, and a tournament. Teacher: Ready, Set, Chess! Grades 1/2. Class fee: $175.

**Chess for Grades 3, 4 & 5:** This is our more advanced class for older grades. Come have fun playing and learning the game of Kings: CHESS! Mr. Nick our PS58 chess-in-the-classroom teacher, will oversee the play. The class is divided into a short lesson, free play, and a tournament. Teacher: Ready, Set, Chess! Grades 3/4/5. Class fee: $175.

**Clay & Art Class with The Painted Pot:** Through individualized instruction, students are introduced to basic hand-building techniques by creating functional pottery. They also learn the art of glass fusion by creating functional pieces and jewelry, painting with acrylics on canvas, and the art of mosaics. Grades 1/2/3. Class fee: $300.

**French Football Academy (FFF) Soccer:** [French Football Academy](#) (formerly PSG) program is designed for players of all levels and ages. It’s for boys and girls who seek to have a new experience and take the next step in improving their soccer skills! Players will be exposed to the fundamentals of soccer, such as dribbling, passing, and shooting. All classes are taught by professional coaching staff. Program held in the school yard. Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $360. New students must purchase the FFF uniform for $50.

**Gardening:** Grow vegetables, herbs and pollinator plants! Help care for our PS58 garden. Become a Citizen Scientist by monitoring the birds and butterflies in our garden to insure our garden is healthy and supporting the local wildlife! Teachers: Mary Pfeifer. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $360.

**Hip Hop Fitness:** Get ready to stretch, move and break dance to your favorite tunes, with award-winning dance instructors. Combining fun, fitness, flex-training and hip-hop moves, kids from beginner to advanced will get in the groove. This class is geared to boys and girls who want to dance and have fun. Teacher: Jete Dance Center. Grades: K/1. Class fee: $230.
Fridays - 9 Sessions (Continued)

**Hip Hop Song Recording: Raise the Bar!** Taught by an established Billboard Charts and Rolling Stone Magazine featured hip hop artist, this class takes students on a journey through completing a professionally recorded hip hop song. Top of line music industry standard recording equipment is used in the classroom as students write the song as a group, record, and are given the choice to rap, sing, play a role in writing or choreographing an end of class performance. For song samples and video of the class in action you can visit [www.marcherstein.com/classes](http://www.marcherstein.com/classes). Grades: 3/4/5. Class fee: $505.

**Make a Musical: Pride Rock with Child's Play NY:** Come sing and dance to the rhythm of the pride lands! The Savannah and jungles come to life as students play animals, birds, fish and insects as they work toward an original re-telling of the Lion King! Exploration of the characters and songs from the movie, as well as Rudyard Kipling jungle classics, will augment our weeks. As the "cubs" go on a thrilling quest for the crown they'll learn musical theater skills. Class culminates in a final performance crafted by the students. Grades: K/1/2. Class fee: $265.

**Move Your Body: Dances of India:** In this class, dancers will learn about Indian culture through dance. Dancers will be exposed to and taught two popular dances of India, Bollywood and Bhangra. They will learn the origins, their influences on today's hip-hop & music, purpose and of course the moves of these two dances! The class will end with a celebration of a performance for families and friends. Teachers: Shveta Dogra & Lili-Ann Jankowski. Grades 3/4/5. Class fee: $325.

**New Kids Tennis:** New Kids Tennis is a new USTA-sanctioned format that helps children learn and play the game of tennis. To make it easier for them a few things have changed -- the court size, the racquet sizes, the tennis balls, the scoring system and the height of the net. This means that more children will have the opportunity to experience the game, have fun playing with their friends and develop the skills that will become the foundation of their game. COACH YANN will assign students to classes (either 3:30 to 4:15pm – OR - 4:20 to 5:05pm) according to age and ability with preference given to returning students. Children in the second session may attend aftercare at no additional cost until their class begins. Grades K/1/2/3/4/5. Class fee: $360.
Bridge the Gap Care

We have a new approach this year for those classes that have multiple daily sessions, including Tae Kwon Do, Flamenco, Italian, Tennis, Piano and Guitar. For children who are placed in classes that have a lapsed start time (i.e. don't begin right at dismissal), we will accept them in our Carroll Kids aftercare program without additional cost to families. This care is ONLY for the time before a lesson or class. Once students have been sorted according to age and ability within these classes, we will contact you via email so you can "opt in" to this FREE new service. If you need childcare AFTER the class, we offer the option of "Late Partial" care for additional fees.

Enrichment Class Policies

Registration Fee
There is an annual non-refundable registration fee of $25 per family, which covers your child for the entire school year or any portion thereof. This is an administrative fee for the Carroll Kids Enrichment Classes to cover the cost of our software program. It does not cover, nor can it be applied to, the program fee. This is a one-time yearly fee per family and covers all enrollments including enrichment classes, music program and aftercare.

Refund Policy
We have a NEW refund policy this year. Please see the third page of this guide for full details. No refunds will be given after the first class.

Payment Policy
Registration will require full payment via Visa, MasterCard, or American Express. Exceptions include full-year classes (Piano and Guitar) for which a payment plan is available when you register online.

Outstanding Balance Policy
Accounts with balances in excess of $200 for more than 90 days will be suspended. This means your child will not be able to enroll in future Enrichment Classes or Aftercare until your account is paid in full.

Financial Aid
Financial aid is available, and all applications are confidential. Please submit your completed application with required documentation as soon as possible. To apply, please fill out this form and then mail, drop-off or email to Joan Bredthauer at JBredthauer2@schools.nyc.gov. Forms are also available in the vertical file in the lobby just outside the main office. Details concerning how the process works can be found on the form.

Class Minimum & Wait Lists
Classes must reach a minimum of six students to run. The determination about whether the class will run will be made the first week of classes. In the event that a class must be cancelled due to low enrollment, students may receive a credit toward a spot in a class with space or receive a full refund. If a class fills and goes to a waitlist, students on the waitlist will be notified via email should a spot become available. You must respond right away but you are not obligated to take the spot and will not be charged unless you accept. The software system maintains a list of students in the order in which the registration was received. If you don’t receive a spot, you will be given priority to register during the next session if the class is offered.
Spring Session Dates

10 Mondays
March 30
April 6, 20, 27 (No school April 13)
May 4, 11, 18 (No school May 25)
June 1, 8, 15

9 Thursdays
April 2, 23, 30 (No school April 9 & 16)
May 7, 14, 21, 28
June 11, 18 (No school June 4)

10 Tuesdays
March 31
April 7, 21 28 (No school April 14)
May 5, 12, 19, 26
June 2, 16 (No school June 9)

9 Fridays
April 3, 24 (No school April 10 & 17)
May 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
June 5, 12

11 Wednesdays
April 1, 8, 22, 29 (No school April 15)
May 6, 13, 20, 27
June 3, 10, 17

9 Thursdays
April 2, 23, 30 (No school April 9 & 16)
May 7, 14, 21, 28
June 11, 18 (No school June 4)

Note: Enrichment students are welcome at aftercare for a small fee during the week after winter classes end and spring session begins if they don’t have a make up class. Just email us at carrollkids@ps58pta.org in advance!

Carroll Kids Camps

Carroll Kids holds camp on many of our school breaks & during Parent Teacher conferences. Watch your email for dates & details! We also will be offering summer camp July 6 - August 7. Sign up today!

Carroll Kids Aftercare Program

Registration for Carroll Kids Aftercare is ongoing throughout the school year. However, we do have limited capacity and ask that those who rely on aftercare register BEFORE the start of school or trimester, so we can ensure that we are prepared to serve those who really count on it. This year registration is set up according to grade – and by trimester, i.e. Fall, Winter and Spring, according to the enrichment class schedule. Unlike enrichment registration, aftercare covers every day that school is in session. Once you’ve registered for a session, you may not be able to make adjustments until the following term. (In the past we allowed for monthly adjustments but we’ve found this difficult to manage.)

We try to offer flexible schedules to fit the needs of our families including FULL, EARLY (dismissal at 4:40pm) and LATE (4:40 to 6:30pm) sessions from one to five days per week. These can be used in combination. More details may be found on our website:
https://www.ps58brooklyn.org/afterschool/carroll-kids/aftercare/.